
1. Book pages (Travel guide) 

Overview of the index book page listing all the create books can be a regular page like the news 

pages and just have images of the covers like this 

 

A sample of a book can be found directly on the drupal page 

https://www.drupal.org/docs/user_guide/en/index.html 

Basically it is multiple pages that are in order like in a book. That is what the book module does.  A 

page has a title, image field, body field gallery field  

Than on the lower pages it has an index on the right that has to be themed. 

https://www.drupal.org/docs/user_guide/en/preface.html 

design wise you can do it just like drupal does it on its page. 

 

A link travel should be added to the menu to link to the page that lists all guides. 

  

https://www.drupal.org/docs/user_guide/en/index.html
https://www.drupal.org/docs/user_guide/en/preface.html


 

2. Calender 

Still needs the date selector 

Layout of the page can be something like this 

 

 

 

3. Search pages 

As discussed should have the location, amenities, opening times and happy hour times as 

faceted searches. When a country is selected only the cities located in that country should be 

available . Also the locations of the map should show the info as to what location is what 

place so the map so if it shows multiple places you can hover over it and see what is what. 

Also as disussed if you click on the small icon next to the city it should zoom into the location 

on the map.  

  



 

 

4. Newsletters 

News letters are basically like the book pages 

There should be an overview of all newsletter issues like this 

https://www.gamestar.de/plus/heftarchiv/ 

 

Linking to each newsletter. Than if you click one of the covers it should open the 

newsletter showing the cover image, a body field and a link to the pdf file that will 

eventually contain the newsletter itself and can be downloaded.  It is important here that 

only logged in members can actually download the file. 

Kind of like this  

https://www.gamestar.de/artikel/neues-gamestar-heft-das-neue-call-of-duty-laesst-uns-

wieder-entscheiden,3361811.html 

 

 

 
 

On the frontpage it should have the last 6 issues see gamestar.de 

 

 

  

https://www.gamestar.de/plus/heftarchiv/
https://www.gamestar.de/artikel/neues-gamestar-heft-das-neue-call-of-duty-laesst-uns-wieder-entscheiden,3361811.html
https://www.gamestar.de/artikel/neues-gamestar-heft-das-neue-call-of-duty-laesst-uns-wieder-entscheiden,3361811.html


 

 

5. Latest news 

On front page does not contain look the same as on gamesstar.de it basically misses the 

subtitle and proper styling 

 
 

6. Community link 

There should be a link to the community  

The menu point can than have the submenu newsltters in it. 

The link has to link to the English forum pirascals.com on the English site  and chizmiz.net 

/board on the when set to german.  

7. Outlet pages ( Happy hour) 

Bars and restaurants and hotels should be able to list a happy hour. Also when you click on 

the amenities if shows all places that have this taxonomy term… it should also give you the 

faceted filtering option so you can narrow it down to location etc… 

 

8. Last but not least please check all css so styling is like gamestar meaning fonts image sizes 

etc. I have not seen the backend but as you promised it should be easy for people to add 

content (images should adjust to proper size etc.) 


